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Being broke, unemployed, and stranded back in the tiny town of Pick, Texas, was not part of Jancy

Wilson's plan. Yet here she is, watching her car literally go up in smoke - along with her last-ditch

hope of staying with her cousin in Louisiana. When Jancy spies a Help Wanted sign hanging in the

window of the quaint Strawberry Hearts Diner, the memories of the two years she spent there as a

teenager - and the lure of the diner's beloved strawberry tarts - are enough to draw her in and plant

her feet...but only temporarily. Raised by parents who refused to settle anywhere for long, Jancy

has never known what it is to have roots. Now that Jancy's swept up by the warmth and character of

this quirky little community - and by the pull of an old crush - it's beginning to feel like home. She's

making friends and even discovering the sweetness of falling in love. But when the town is

threatened, Jancy knows it will take more than its legendary tarts to save it. Can she fight for this

little Texas town - knowing she might not stay forever?
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This book made for good summer reading. I enjoyed it, was hard to put down.Proof you don't have

to be related by blood to be family. I was glad for Jancy that Vicky, Nettie & Emily took her in &

made her part of the family. Also this story shows people do change.I recommend this book to

everyone. Especially Carolyn Brown's fans. A must read.'

I just found this author and am so thankful I did. I will be reading more of her books. Uplifting, great



characters that come to life and make you wish they were in your life. If you have not read any of

Carolyn Brown's books, I urge you to try just one and maybe, like me, you will find you want to read

more

Entertaining read - typical development of characters with a couple of twists which make for a good

way to pass the end of summer hours.

Carolyn Brown never disappoints! I love the sweet stories she tells, they are really down home

stories! Can't wait for the next one!

First time reading this author and I am so thankful I did. I will be reading more of her books. This

was a sweet read a real down home story. The characters became some of the friends I like to

have. Be sure you do not leave diner with more than two tarts. Good summer read!

This was such a great read. It was hard to put down after getting started. I love Carolyn Brown's

books. You can feel yourself become part of the story every time.

A lovely lovely story, well-written with unexpected turns, giggles, and deep heart-felt sighs. Thank

you.

Great read with characters you feel you know. Highly recommend
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